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Abstract In the future, life and death decisions will depend on having more data
and more organized knowledge. These data will overcome traditional scale and
dimensions, thus we will need to think about new kind of strategies which involve
Information and Communication Technologies. Collect, organize and compute every
aspect will be crucial for survival of patients and for healthcare management. Fol-
lowing a bio-inspired approach to ICT, we can relate Big Data and the data intensive
computing issues in the future vision of a smart healthcare. The multidimensional
approach to comorbidity and the introduction of a social dimension of analysis allow
to find out correlations and causality relations between diseases and patients also con-
sidering the connectedness and social contagion processes. In this way, we obtain an
evolution from data tomultiagents through the introduction of personalizedmedicine
in a multilayer architecture.

1 Introduction

The potential consequences that may arise as a result of innovation and widespread
of future Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are making increas-
ing interest in this research field. ICT should be planned and designed to conduct
almost any activity which involves logical strategies and operations in a variety of
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application areas. If, at a first glance, it might seem strange to look at biology as
an inspiration for research related to networking and ICT fields, however, the two
research fields show a deeper connection than one might expect. In fact, the Inter-
net, and more in general ICT, has a lot of features very close to those of biological
systems [1]. In the era of high connectedness, users are becoming more active in
interacting, sharing and collaborating, through social networks. The latest trends in
network expansion and data provisioning have introduced new challenges in network
science and engineering, such as: availability, efficiency, evolvability, computational
intelligence, data intelligence, effectiveness intelligence. In this way, this process
produces collective intelligence, spread in many different areas and related to net-
works phenomena. Nodes, data and interactions represent both subject and object
of the knowledge distillation in social networks. This produces a large amount of
unstructured information, and a multitude of social subjects and objects as informa-
tion sources and users. Heterogeneity and plurality, based on bio-inspired approach,
are the representation of the biodiversity: in terms of knowledge, it is represented
by health, in terms of data, it is represented by complexity and, in terms of social
networking, it is represented by collective intelligence. In this scenario, as well as
biodiversity in biological phenomena, the big data represent an excellent resource
to improve the understanding of the networks phenomena, optimizing ICT interven-
tions, pushing towards greater knowledge and collective intelligence. The healthcare
industry historically generates large amounts of data, related to patient care [2]. The
current trend is toward digitization of these large amounts of data. The basic idea is
to improve the quality of healthcare delivery and reduce the costs, these big health
data hold the promise of supporting a wide range of medical and healthcare func-
tions, including clinical decision support, disease surveillance, and population health
management [2]. Big data in healthcare refers to electronic health data sets, such as
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) so large (for instance, big data for U.S. healthcare
will soon reach the zettabyte scale, and not long after, yottabyte) and complex that
they are almost impossible to manage with traditional data management tools and
methods. For all these reasons, Public Health and Clinical Intervention management
is a future challenges of next future research. Medical statistics, clinical epidemi-
ology, decision analysis and health economics, are different disciplines that, in the
smart health context, are becoming more increasingly connected in a fruitful and
compelling way [3]. Comorbidity refers to the co-occurrence of different medical
conditions or diseases in the same patient. In the comorbidity perspective, the patient
becomes the centerpiece of a system characterized by multiple, complex and corre-
lated conditions or diseases [4]. In the biomedical research field, for example, one
of the main problems is to find out the correlations between human diseases and the
subtle mechanisms, at the molecular level, shared by apparently dissimilar diseases.
By exploring genes-diseases relations, the pathogenesis may emerge, and it could
lead to better diagnosis and treatment [5]. In this field, the study of comorbidity
relations becomes crucial, as it allows to find out dynamic patterns, correlations and
causality mechanisms between diseases and patients and, even more interesting, it
becomes crucial to study the social dimension of comorbidity, focusing on how the
strength of the ties, the connectedness, and communications lead to an evolutionary
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dynamics of the social network and represent a further degree of analysis in the
comorbidity assessment. Medicine is subject to many challenges, due to many kinds
of innovations in different fields. The social networking, the ubiquitous networks,
Big Data and ICT strategies can support the future innovation in healthcare design
and management, making the medicine able to face the different opportunities in
important challenges. As an added value, in the future development of medicine, the
involvement of patients in the healthcare process is increasingly becoming an impor-
tant factor. The social dimension will change radically the approach for the future
medicine, as the precisionmedicine [6], by exploiting the dynamic analysis, the study
of the dynamic evolution of behaviors and needs, of the disease contagion processes,
and also through the sharing, cooperation and collaborative approach through the
new technologies. At the beginning, we have conducted a brief overview on future
ICT (see Sect. 1) and its bio-inspired features (see Sect. 2). We have made a scientific
background of the main issues and challenges of Big Data, and in particular Big data
storage and analytics, focusing more on Data Intensive Computing (see Sect. 3). In
Sect. 4, we have shed light on the challenges of Big Data in the healthcare context.
After having discussed a health mining approach (see Sect. 5), we have raised the
issue of comorbidity relations, bringing out the importance of considering a social
dimension (see Sect. 6). In the last section, we have focused on the future challenges
of medicine and innovation in healthcare through the introduction of P5 medicine
(see Sect. 7). At the end, we have proposed a novel multiagent system in a multilayer
structure, which allows to extract a smart organized knowledge from Big data.

2 Information and Communication Technology
for Intensive Computing

2.1 Future ICT: Issues and Challenges

The future ICT requires the innovation in terms of novel architectures, capable of
integrating high computational capabilities, extracting knowledge fromdata and from
smart communications, social-based networking, and developing context-aware plat-
forms. InformationSystems (IS) engineering technologies are increasingly becoming
embedded into our job and home lives creating a complex interdependence between
people and technology as individuals and groups communicate, collaborate and
exchange knowledge through a variety of ICT systems [7]. Information and Commu-
nication Technology (ICT) may be seen as the technical aspect of the socio-technical
systems which are used in society and organizations [7–9]. Research and innova-
tion in some topics such as big data, data intensive computing, context awareness,
social networking, provide the basis for the future challenges of ICT. Traditionally
the research, design, and applications in the ICT field involve the development of
methodologies and tools (that possess capabilities), and it is characterized by fea-
tures meant to support specific tasks, linked to specific contexts of technologies.
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The complexity beyond the new issues, for example, the heterogeneity of data and
objects, the multitude of information sources, the complexity of systems and the
related intensive computing, requires to transform the basis of ICT following the
real computational nature of world around us. The plurality of resources in terms
of data, nodes, communication paradigms and smart infrastructures, should coex-
ist in the same space and merges coherently in order to produce knowledge, as the
real representation of world needs and behaviors. ICT solutions, if wisely applied,
can increase the success of organizations, the efficiency and transparency of govern-
ments [10]. The impact of ICT on enhancing the quality of services and decreasing
the overall costs has been the focus of numerous studies in the last two decades [10].
This confirms the importance which covers the ICT on following the evolutionary
trends on social, economic and technological aspects. Through its influence and the
resulting impact, ICT should be able to mine and convey knowledge into practices
and methods to improve the performance of tasks related to growing scientific and
socio-economic interests. The challenge of ICT is to extract knowledge as best as
possible from information sources, by using the actual technologies and the real
world, translating everything into actions, interventions, strategies and innovative
platforms, addressing to the complex systems as well as users. The target is to make
this knowledge available to those who have to design ICT interventions and services,
considering the multitude of resources, in terms of data and sources, computational
limits and social dynamics. ICT systems are evolving toward innovative approaches
by investing more on developing new fields such as context-aware, social network-
ing, multilayer networks, evolutionary game theory, smart mobility, dynamic com-
plex systems, personalization of models and services, smart platforms and services,
with the aim of providing, not only good user experiences and user expectations,
but for the future, also the profiling of all his features. The goal of the research for
the future ICT, by drawing inspiration from bio-inspired models, is to rewrite and
redesign networks nodes, as information sources, and data, as packet information
of global knowledge, finding consistency starting from the heterogeneity, ubiquity,
dynamicity of the new social-based complex systems.

2.2 Bio-Inspired ICT

ICT and biology show a lot similarities, there are in fact many features very close
to those of biological systems. One of the similarities, for instance, is related to the
similar architecture, as the “hourglass” model, typical of Internet protocol stack, has
a structure close to many biological systems. Other significant similarities emerge
taking into consideration both social networks and biological systems, as they rep-
resent two examples of complex systems. We find a lot of entities (nodes, proteins,
etc.), connected each other in several ways and also for very different reasons. They
interact using both weak and strong ties [11], inducing some other actions inside the
communities they belong to and, more in general, also in whole network. Further-
more, both the Internet and biological systems are large scale networks, and they
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show a complex, strictly organized internal structure. The human body has many
different organs and physiological systems, each of which serves a specific target.
The Internet also contains a number of specialized devices: in the core network the
high speed routers forward data in a highly optimized manner, while at the edges
of the network there are application-oriented devices, such as laptop computers and
cellular phones. As well as an high-speed router is very important to forward an
important message through the network, the kidney is fundamental in oxygenating
your blood. In addition, complex systems are robust against perturbations or expected
failures but not if we consider an unexpected one. In particular, interdependent sys-
tems increase their vulnerability and become increasingly prone to cascade failures
due to the coupling factor between the different blocks or layers they consist of [12].
A social network tends to emphasize the significance of a particular event when
it has a great spreading factor; similarly, a biological system shows an extremely
high vulnerability when, for example, a disease is able to travel quickly corrupting
the body cells, involving different organs. The analogies between the biological and
networking systems has been exploited in so many different research fields, such
as social insects [13], artificial immune systems, the fireflies synchronization, the
transport networks inspired by physarum polycephalum, epidemic spreading mod-
els, etc. The idea is to study deeply the biological systems since they may inspire
very interesting solutions to networking and ICT problems. To develop bio-inspired
models and algorithms, we need to shed light on the general modelling approaches.
The first modelling approaches date back to the early 1970s. Since then a lot of tech-
nical solutions mimicking biological counterparts have been developed. Three steps
can be identified to develop bio-inspired methods: identification of analogies, which
structures and methods seem to be similar; understanding, detailed modelling of
realistic biological behavior; engineering, model simplification and tuning for tech-
nical applications. The first step is to identify the analogies between biological and
networking systems. The second step consists of creating models for the biological
behavior and they will later be used to develop the technical solution. The last step is
the engineering of the biological models, it includes the model’s tuning for the spe-
cific application. Another important property of the bio-inspired algorithms related
to communication and coordination is that wemay identify similarities between tech-
niques studied at a microscopic layer, such as cells and pathways between cells, and
the techniques observed at a macroscopic layer, such as the coordination among peo-
ple in a group or all over the world [13]. In other words, many models show similar
features both at microscopic and macroscopic layers, and exploit analogous coordi-
nation and communication mechanisms. This further degree of similarity allows to
use existing communication models in other domains, e.g. the mathematical models
of proteins’ spreading between cells may be considered equal to the virus spreading
throughout people, so the problem is to choose the proper biological model as inspi-
ration to solve a technical network or social problem, otherwise, if the matching is
not correctly identified, the solution may result limited in terms of functionality or
effectiveness. Although the complexity, dynamicity and the diversity of the Nature,
and the great problems related to the survival in the world, the biological organisms
are able to evolve, self-organize, self-repair, and self-protect. To realize all these
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aspects, they leverage their knowledge and they have not any centralized control
entity. Similarly, the entities in a network are growing in number and are becoming
more and more connected, so they may mimic the robustness and the adaptiveness of
the biological systems.Many research works have underlined howwe can learn from
the Nature. For this reason, bio-inspired research in ICT field is a growing research
field.

3 Big Data: An Overview

3.1 Introduction and Background

Big Data Analysis is an interdisciplinary topic which combines many different dis-
ciplines, such as social networking [14, 15], computational social science [16], data
integration and fusion [17, 18], data mining [19], trend discovery, multimedia and
business management, opinion analysis and sentiment analysis [20, 21], machine
learning [22], graph mining, knowledge-based systems [21], decision support sys-
tem [23], healthcare and biomedical applications [2, 24], cloud computing. Big data
is defined as large amount of data which requires new technologies and architectures
so that it becomes possible to extract value by capturing and analyzing process. In
the near future there will be a high availability of digital data difficult to be managed
and analyzed using traditional techniques and conventional software tools and tech-
nologies. This kind of data, in all shapes and sizes, is growing at very fast rates. The
actual interest of research is to shed light on suitable methodologies to perform an
effective analysis on this huge quantity of data, exploiting the benefits brought by it.
As stated by [25], Big data can be defined using the following properties associated
with variety, velocity, volume, variability, value (the so called “5V model”) as in
Fig. 1. These features represent the advantages, the main issues and the basis for the
future challenges. The ICT should attend and provide support to the designing of
innovative systems able to handle large amount of data efficiently and effectively.
The challenge is also to insert this process in a context of social networking linked
to application areas, such as the healthcare, in which nodes and information become
subject and object of interactions, information sources and users of the services.
Through mechanisms of data fusion and integration, another challenge may be to
select, among all the collected data, the most important data related to time, space
and, more in general, to the context-aware process. The challenges consist not only
of storing, collecting, processing and managing the vast volume of data, but also to
analyze and extract meaningful value from it. If this process of extraction is inserted
in a social context, the obtained knowledge may become object of social sharing
and part of the social contagion process [26], promoting cooperation and spread-
ing collective actions inside the population. The concept of big data has permeated
social sciences and humanities [27]. The complexity lies in collecting data com-
bining datasets from multiple sources, matching coherently incomplete data, and
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Fig. 1 Big data–traditional 5V model and healthcare 5V model

managing the data paying attention on ownership questions and privacy issues, since
many datasets contain sensitive data regarding users [27]. Issues and challenges are
focused on the following topics: big data, big data analytics and storage and data
intensive computing. Data intensive computing has become a research problem in
science, industry and computer academia. The data explosion has lead to the devel-
opment of various data intensive computing applications, including for example text
data processing, large scale graph computing. Data intensive computing research
faces challenges of scalability of massive data management and processing of inte-
grated or unstructured data, fault tolerance and high availability issues. Therefore,
data intensive computing models need to be suitable for large scale data sets paral-
lel computing, multiple virtual machine task scheduling and constructing new data
intensive computing applications. Although industry and academia has proposed
some approaches for data intensive applications, issues related to both data intensive
and computation intensive features are still not solved at present [28].

3.1.1 Big Data Analytics and Storage

The Internet’s network expansion and the resource provisioning have introduced new
challenges in network science and engineering. The first challenge is the availability,
both in terms of network infrastructure and services; it becomes really challeng-
ing facing the scaling and the large amount of network applications which exceed
the speed of network upgrades (e.g. video streaming). The problem becomes even
stronger because of the mobility and heterogeneity of devices. Therefore, this means
that Internet should become more flexible, adaptable, robust and resilient, maintain-
ing its availability. Another challenge is the efficiency in delivering information,
in particular in social networks because of the large amount of applications daily
installed from users. The third feature of the future Internet should be evolvability,
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so the Internet architecture has to be able to face the emerging trends in data intensive
computing and the continuous infrastructure and applications changes. The future
Internet architecture has to address the increasing computational complexity. Other
challenges are the data intelligence, in order to sample, analyze and find out correla-
tions and causality relations among data, increasing the quality metrics, e.g. using the
users’ quality of experience. Furthermore, to manage the network resources, data-
driven approaches are needed, simplifying the problem formulation and speeding up
the decision-making processes, reducing cost and improving network performance.
Big data opens a new era for science discovery through data-driven computing. This
new paradigm applies to the design of the future Internet, facing issues such as sup-
porting new applications, the efficient resource utilization, and continuous evolution
[29]. Following the 5V model, explained in [30], major interest for the bio-inspired
approach is addressed to the heterogeneity of data, identified as “Variety” in the 5V
model. This feature has a dual nature, in fact from one side it represents a problem,
but it is also an opportunity. The achievable benefits are for end-users, enterprise con-
sumers, services providers, and prosumers which can extract knowledge and a lot of
information from this huge data variety. The concept of “variety”, which can be iden-
tified as the biodiversity of our system, using a bio-inspired approach, is the result of
unstructured data. Unstructured data refers to information without a pre-defined data
model or does not fit well into relational tables. The nature of the unstructured leads
to consider that we have a variety of formats which can collect. Moreover, there
is no standardization on content extraction and storage of it and, finally, the data
are from multiple and different sources (social media, data providers, mobile apps,
sensors, etc.) and also in different layers [31]. We can collect data in different and
long time intervals, introducing a large-scale resolution problem [27]. Thus, BigData
introduces a need to manage efficiently the measures of data being stored and manip-
ulated. Data storage is, in fact, the basis for big data networking. From the analytical
point of view, there are also high challenges to be addressed. Thus, the research has
the interest to investigate about new techniques and paradigms are being developed
and implemented. The challenge related to the problem and, at the same time, the
opportunity of exploiting a large amount of data, is not only to store and manage
the great amount of data, but also to analyze and extract meaningful value from it.
There are several approaches to collect, store, process, and analyze big data. The
emerging volume of big data types needs for capabilities of innovative technologies
for the unstructured data. For this reason, looking for future generation technologies
for data analytics is becoming a growing research interest. Big data analytics are
practical methodologies applied to very big data sets, composed by structured and
unstructured data. Big data analytics is where advanced analytics techniques operate
on big data sets [32]. The analytic process, starting from multiple sources, such as
mobile devices, network nodes, Internet of Things, datasets, sensors, etc., is a collec-
tion of practical skills and techniques which include data mining , data visualization,
predictive analysis and artificial intelligence. The nature of big data involves the col-
lection of many samples of data. The traditional analytical tools must therefore be
optimized to support a large set of data. In statistical terms, the larger is the set of data,
themore accurate is the analysis. The evolution process of big data analytics is related
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to the rapid growth of applications in this field. This produces a great opportunity
growing in area and topics diversity. The principal features and challenges linked
to technologies identified in Big Data Analytics are the following: (a) innovation
in data warehousing, because traditional processes are slow and limited in scalabil-
ity; (b) ability to converge data from multiple structured and unstructured sources;
(c) innovation and challenge in time of value extraction from multiple sources. Big
data analytics can benefit customers, relations, business intelligence, and many ana-
lytic applications [32]. In this research field, there are threemajor advances: (1) direct
analytic over massively parallel processing data warehouses, (2) indirect analytic
over Hadoop and (3) direct analytic over Hadoop. There are various developmental
topics within Big Data analytics: MapReduce, scalable database, real-time stream
processing and Big Data appliance. MapReduce was introduced by Google in order
to process and store large datasets, providing a programming paradigmwhich allows
useable and manageable distribution of many computationally tasks. It simplifies the
programming work, improving data processing efficiency. Hadoop is a highly popu-
lar freeMap-Reduce implementation by theApache Foundation, and it is widely used
for example in Facebook, Yahoo, etc. Microsoft Dryad model is a parallel computing
model based on pipeline computation. It uses a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to rep-
resent computational task decomposition. Each node in DAG represents a scheduled
task. The stored big data is made available by analytical functions. After that, the data
mining and knowledge discovery are parts of the features of the process handling this
large amount of data, relating to the other questions which go around the intensive
computing.

3.2 Data Intensive Computing

The data intensive computing problem involves different fields frommedicine to biol-
ogy and also to environmental sciences and other aspects. The problem is the large
volume of data to bemanaged and processed. Alongwith the incredible growth of the
data volume, we are witness also the data dependent applications, and data intensive
computing is becoming the key technology tomeet these applications. Data intensive
computing applications include Internet text data processing, in fact the Internet is
the world’s largest database and contains a lot of different types of data and applica-
tions, moreover some web pages have behind a huge database (called “deep web”),
whose size is enormously greater than the webpage itself. The data management and
data mining problems, in this fourth era [33], enriched by new application develop-
ments and information, needs for more data intelligence, and the data become more
complex, asking for massive data processing services. As Internet provides vari-
ous applications, such as web search, research assistant, enterprise search, customer
relationship management, Internet applications represent the most important driving
force for data intensive computing technology development. Scientific research gen-
erates a large amount of data, which includes experimental data, observational data,
papers, technical reports, project reports, and scientific literature. As described by
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[33], the advances in data acquisition technology and the growing data production
and data collection are becoming a key factor in scientific research. Simultaneously,
the cloud computing and virtualization technologies are revolutionizing the scientific
research, transforming it in a data intensive computing application. As underlined by
[28], data intensive computing is different from traditional high performance comput-
ing, as it not only requires high storage capabilities and high speed data transmission,
but also computationally complex issues and the analysis and visualization of the
result. The main difference is related to application environment, data size and appli-
cation requirements. Its features are embodied in the data, processing technology,
complex application development and application mode. Data intensive computing
deals with massive, changing, distributed and heterogeneous data. In addition to
the traditional structured data, there are semi-structured and unstructured data. As
data dynamically change features, data processing must be real-time and the tradi-
tional static database management technology is not able to do this type of dynamic
processing. Furthermore, the new paradigm of data intensive computing revolution-
izes the meaning of computing, as it includes search, query and other traditional data
processing, but also includes smart processing, such as analysis and understanding.
Therefore, data intensive computing is associated with the storage and management
platform, and combined with a high flexibility and customization ability, and has to
exploit easy search, query and analysis tools. By using these tools, users can construct
complex data analysis or understanding application. Data intensive computing needs
the massive storage, high performance computing platform, so it usually cannot be
achieved locally. It may include data acquisition, pre-processing and data analy-
sis process. In this complex procedure, data intensive computing service interface
must provide full description function and favorable web service interaction between
client and server. Data intensive computing is a parallel computing technology that
processes large scale intensive data sets. The end users do not need to care about
parallel processing details. To allow program developers to fully exploit the data
intensive computing convenience and availability, a proper data intensive comput-
ing programming model needs to meet the following requirements: (a) suitability
for large scale data sets parallel computing, (b) the possibility of multiple virtual
machine task scheduling, and finally (c) the program developers should be able to
construct new data intensive computing applications for end user on the network.
Some examples of programming models are MapReduce and Dryad, showing differ-
ent features as discussed above. Data intensive computing research prospect is very
broad and the sensation is that a lot of work has to be done in this research field to
meet the different requirements of the various applications.

4 Big Data in Healthcare

Big data in healthcare is a very important issue not only because of its volume, but also
because of the heterogeneity of data types and the speed at which it must bemanaged.
In fact, the data related to patient healthcare and wellbeing in the healthcare industry
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include clinical data from clinical decision support systems; patient data in electronic
patient records (EPRs); sensor data (e.g. body monitoring); social media posts; and
less patient-specific information (e.g. pubMed) [2]. Big data available in healthcare
industry represent an opportunity, as discovering associations and understanding pat-
terns within the data through big data analytics, has the potential to improve care,
and analytical and computational processes. Organized data allows to improve the
diagnosis process, treatments, producing, as a consequence, a higher quality at an
overall reduced cost [2]. Furthermore, the analysis of data in healthcare helps to iden-
tify the most effective treatments, offering analytics tools to make predictions and
inferences about patients (predictive modelling), developing a proactive medicine,
e.g. suggesting lifestyle changes. Other advantages are the possibility to collect and
publish data on medical procedures, assisting patients in determining the care proto-
cols, identifying and minimizing fraud by implementing advanced analytic systems
for fraud detection and checking the accuracy and consistency of claims. Through
analytics, it becomes possible tomonitor adherence to drug and treatments and detect
trends that lead to individual and population wellness benefits. Individual and popu-
lation data would inform each physician and her patient during the decision-making
process and help determine the most appropriate treatment option for that particular
patient. Using big data, potential benefits include not only the detection of diseases
at earlier stages when they can be treated more easily and effectively, but also the
management of both specific individual and population health. It becomes possible to
predict patients at risk for advancement in disease states; causality between diseases
and possible comorbid conditions. Big data could help reduce waste in areas. In clin-
ical operations, it will help to detect more clinically relevant and cost-effective ways
to diagnose and treat patients. In the research field, predictive modelling will produce
a faster and more targeted processes. Statistical tools and algorithms will improve
clinical trial design and patient recruitment to better match treatments to individual
patients, thus reducing trial failures. In Public Health, the analysis of disease patterns
and tracking disease outbreaks will improve public health surveillance and interven-
tions, in addition the large amounts of data can be used to identify needs, provide
services, and predict and prevent crises, especially for the benefit of populations
[2]. Big data analytics in healthcare can contribute to evidence-based medicine, thus
combining and analyzing a variety of structured and unstructured data-EMRs, clini-
cal data, and genomic data. In terms of genomic analytics, big data allow to execute
gene sequencing more efficiently and cost effectively and make genomic analysis a
part of the regular medical care decision process and the growing patient medical
record [2]. The device monitoring, that is the real-time analysis of large volumes of
fast-moving data from in-hospital and in-home devices, allow to safety monitor and
predict events. Applying analytics to patients profiles, using predictive modelling,
we can identify individuals who would benefit from proactive care, lifestyle changes,
or preventive care because they are at risk of developing a specific disease. Health-
related data generate an incredible volume of data. Data includes personal medical
records, radiology images, human genetics and population data genomic sequences,
etc., and new forms of big data, such as 3D imaging, genomics and biometric sensor
readings, are also emerging, increasing this exponential growth. Data is accumu-
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lated in real-time and at a rapid pace, or velocity, such as more continuous control
by insulin pumps, blood pressure readings, etc. It is important to note that in many
medical situations, constant real-time data can result in the survival of the patient.
The early detection of infections through real-time data analytics, and the application
of the suitable treatments could reduce the patient morbidity and mortality and even
prevent hospital outbreaks. The enormous variety of data-structured, unstructured
and semi-structured is a dimension that makes healthcare data both interesting and
challenging. In healthcare, structured and semi-structured data includes instrument
readings and data generated by the ongoing conversion of paper records to electronic
health and medical records. Unstructured data is the office medical records, doctor
notes, hospital admission, paper prescriptions, radiograph films, and other images.
Genetics, genomics, social media research are creating new forms of structured and
unstructured data, the problem is to capture, stored and organize in order to manipu-
lated and analyze it for useful information. Healthcare applications in particular need
more efficient ways to combine and convert varieties of data including automating
conversion from structured to unstructured data. The potential of big data in health-
care lies in combining traditional data with new forms of data, both individually
and on a population level. The veracity, as we discuss previously, is related to the
error-free and credible data, so the problem is to get veracity increasing the data
quality. Improving coordination of care, avoiding errors and reducing costs depend
on high-quality data, as do advances in drug safety and efficacy, diagnostic accuracy
and more precise targeting of disease processes by treatments. On the other hand
problem, the increased variety and high velocity hinder the ability to cleanse data
before analyzing it and making decisions, magnifying the issue of data “trust” [2].
There are many other issues to consider, such as the number of architectures and plat-
forms, the dominance of the open source paradigm in the availability of tools, the
challenge of developing methodologies and the need for user-friendly interfaces. It is
clear that big data analytics has the potential to transform healthcare context, to gain
insight from their clinical and other data repositories and make informed decisions.
At this stage, the sensation is that the healthcare organizations and industry still have
to face a lot of issues and challenges to accelerate the use of big data analytics and
data intensive computing techniques in this field [2].

5 A New Data Mining in Healthcare

In healthcare context, there aremany opportunities and issues related to data, because
we have a multitude of heterogeneous sources from which we can extract awareness,
related to the patient health. From the social, economic and political aspect, there are
a lot of perspectives to analyze these process, and the mining process, as a collection
of different highly increased data, will become hard. Nowadays, the problem is that
healthcare should be rationed from different points of view. First of all, the required
innovation is in classifying and analyzing clinical and biomedical observations and
studies, sensormeasures, social behavioral dynamicswhich represent the newdimen-
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sion of collected data in the health context. The plurality of the available informative
resources does not allow for fast processing, and therefore it would be useful to define
a single paradigm able to simplify the procedures optimizing efficiency of the sub-
sequent inference analysis, decision-making and management processes [3]. With
the advance of information and communication technologies (ICT) in healthcare
context [34], following a bio-inspired approach, exploiting processes and method-
ologies of social and biological world, it is possible to collect many different kinds
of data, in time and space. In time, we can consider the need of high resolution
process, to evaluate dynamically every changes in a long period [27]. In space, we
consider many layers of knowledge, related to the type of interactions among patients
on different dimensions [31]. Multiple types of data provide many complementary
perspectives of a single or different correlated aspects, and highlight the need for
algorithms able to unify these heterogeneous resources. On the other hand, multi-
ple layers consider different relationships which can influence and change [26] the
dynamics of population and personal health, in small and large scale. The final target
is to combine relevant information in the most efficient way and obtain a complex
and smart mining process, extracting awareness and knowledge, as a semi-complete
understanding of the healthcare issues, social dynamics which include influences and
contagion processes, clinical and biomedical observations and experiments. From
multiple sources and various data, we obtain a large amount of smart complex big
data. Clinical Data, statistics, classifications and databases [35] provide and main-
tain the traditional approach to the collection of bio-medical information. Instead, the
Internet of Things (IoTs) perspective, linked to body area sensors, home and social
monitoring, allows us to gather context-aware data about patients, thereby reducing
hospitalization costs through early and fast interventions and treatments [3]. The
social dimension introduces a new point of view. Each patient is a node, each com-
munity is a group of nodes or a population of nodes, and the ties, strong or weak,
are the relationships and interactions between them. There is a stream of sharing in
which we can convey, control and exploit the diffusion dynamics, the contagion of
some behaviors (e.g. cooperation, good behaviors related to health, public good).
In particular, this influence rules the decision process of each node or of the entire
community. Each node is a social subject, and what it shares is a social object. Each
of them has a role in the knowledge extraction from these processes and to predict
health phenomena [26, 36]. Traditional Data Mining Process represents techniques
used to explore database and detect unknown patterns useful to build predictive
models [37]. In [3] we have proposed a new point of view of the mining process,
introducing a multi-layered approach, capturing different aspects of the collected
data from several sources. The three data layers, defined in the architecture, create a
reality mining in health context, considering not only the clinical data, but also social
and IoT information. Finally, the Bio-Inspired approach [13] providesmethodologies
and algorithms to redefine and optimize the analytic process and improve ICT design
and management systems. In this work, we consider and propose some other dimen-
sions, such as comorbidity, linked to the social dimension, following bio-inspired
and multilayer approach, obtaining an efficient patient profiling and also new kinds
of data to re-populate our big data collection.
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6 Comorbidity and Complex Health Data

The Health Mining paradigm [3] presented in the previous section, represents a new
vision of data, a complex health data, obtained through an intra-layer fusion and an
inter-later integration of data of different nature frommultiple heterogeneous sources.
This new complex form of data represents a first step towards the resolution of
data heterogeneity issues related to patients and diseases. Furthermore, the complex
data allow to deepen the associations between diseases, and their co-occurrence
in the same patient, referred as ‘comorbidity’. The new type of complex data has
intrinsically also a social dimension which, as we are going to describe in the next
subsections, is the key aspect to consider if we want to address the comorbidity
aspects of diseases. We will stress the importance of taking into account also the
social dimension along with the other dimensions of analysis.

6.1 A Multidimensional Approach

Comorbidity refers to the co-occurrence of different medical conditions or diseases
in the same patient. A comorbidity relation between two diseases occurs when the
two diseases appear simultaneously in a patient, not by chance alone [4]. It is worth-
less to underline that some infections or diseases can coexist in the same patient only
by coincidence, but there is not any pathological association between them [5]. In
most cases, however, multiple diseases (chronicle or acute events) occur together in
the same patient because of the associations between them. These associations can
be direct or indirect causal relationships and can share some risk factors (some dis-
eases share almost the same risk factors). In the comorbidity perspective, the patient
becomes the centerpiece of a system characterized by multiple, complex and corre-
lated conditions or diseases [4]. To evaluate comorbidity, in the age of Big Data, with
a large amount of available data, it becomes necessary to use statistical parameters
to make predictions or inferences, learning from large data sets. This underlines the
increasingly need for statistics and uncertainty. In fact, even if, from one hand, the
uncertainty increases the complexity of the analysis in terms of comorbidity. On
the other hand, uncertainty and statistics allow to gain knowledge from ever larger
data sets [38]. Building probability models and sophisticated simulation-based sta-
tistical methods, such as filters, it becomes possible to evaluate comorbidity risk.
For instance, statisticians are developing models for complex interactions between
genes, learning the structure of a network describing gene relationships or phyloge-
netic trees. The growing of medical databases creates more and more difficulties in
managing them, for this reason there is an increasing demand formaking causal infer-
ences from observational data. The problem is the difficulty to turn correlation into
causality, even with large amount of data. Big Data help in increasing sample sizes,
and it allows to do better estimates but this apparent precision goes down if we do not
consider the selection bias, regression to the mean, causation properties, and all the
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complex issues related to the different dimensions of analysis. To produce knowledge
from big data, it becomes necessary to analyze and understand the various aspects
using amultidimensional approach. In the biomedical researchfield, for example, one
of the main problems is to find out the correlations between human diseases and the
subtle mechanisms, at the molecular level, shared by apparently dissimilar diseases.
By exploring genes-diseases relations, the pathogenesis may emerge, and it could
lead to better diagnosis and treatment [5]. Diseases are more likely comorbid if they
share associated genes [39]. What becomes crucial in the comorbidity assessment
is to discover the positive and negative associations between diseases, and therefore
the analysis has to be also focused on pathways-genes associations. Ashley et al.
in [40] have mapped the personal genome, gene-environment interactions and the
dependent risks for the clinical assessment. In addition to the molecular and genetic
data, the population-based disease association are also important in the analysis of
comorbidity. From the co-occurrence of diseases we can estimate the correlation
degree which is proportional to the strength of comorbidity risk. The research of
recent years has shed light how many apparently different diseases, in reality from a
molecular perspective show similar mechanisms. A part of the research is exploring
the relationships between genes and diseases at a molecular level, trying to under-
stand the pathogenesis. It may lead to more powerful diagnosis and treatments. It is
more likely that two diseases show some comorbidity if they share associated genes.
Therefore, from a biological point of view, it is important to analyze both pathways-
diseases associations and gene-diseases associations, to understand the molecular
mechanism of a particular disease. The authors of [40] have analyzed the personal
genome, gene-environment interactions and risks of conditional dependence for the
clinical assessment. To find out the molecular origins and the comorbidity of a dis-
ease, it is useful to study, along with molecular and genetic data, also the associations
between diseases based on populations. The problem is to quantify the strength of
the comorbidity risk, in this direction the disease ontology helps to promote the study
of diseases and risk factors. Comorbidity, in a “smart” health perspective, is a key
factor to improve the analysis related to stratification of the patients risk and to adapt
the treatments planes. Predictions made taking into account comorbidity risk may
allow to improve the patient’s management. Comorbidity may also influence the
patient survival in fact, if we want to predict the possible consequences of diseases
in the survival analysis, it is fundamental to examine not the single disease in isola-
tion, but the comorbidity, the environment, the patient’s age and the treatment plane.
Kan et al. [41] have observed how the life expectancy decreases as the number of
comorbid diseases. The authors of [4] have underlined multiple dimensions of analy-
sis of comorbidity. The disease space allows to infer diseases relationships. It consists
of a coordinate system with clinical and molecular data; it leads to a patient disease
network, with multiple interactions. Taking into account these links, it is possible
to evaluate the associations between the diseases and also the “exogenous factors”,
such as the large number of variables, the lack of accuracy in measurements (due to
the limited sample size) and the technological limitations in generating data. These
noise factors produce uncertainty and increase the complexity of the system, and as
a consequence it becomes increasingly difficult to discriminate between causality
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and correlation. Another macro-dimension is time, in fact the events represent the
turning points in remodulating the ’comorbidity map’, which is a way to illustrate the
links between diseases (nodes) and quantify the correlations mechanism of human
diseases [40] (see Sect. 6.2). The pathological episodes have to be contextualized in
time, in fact consequences are linked with the context and the involved environmen-
tal factors. Furthermore, time allows to distinguish between transient and persistent
contributions to the comorbidity map, as some events are able to generate persistent
changes in relationships (e.g. acute or chronic events), while others are re-absorbed
in a relatively short time. The time has two components: the sequence of events and
the time span which indicates the horizon of the contributions, transient or persistent.
The interdependence and the perturbation of systems (deviation from stationarity of
the system) can produce both local and global scale dynamics: locally, they can influ-
ence only a limited part of the comorbidity map, but in some cases the effects may
determine a diffuse impact. Trying to disentangle the complexity of the analysis, we
need amultidimensional approach considering, beyond the temporal dimension, also
the following dimensions: (a) clinical, which involves diagnostics and intervention
strategies in response to changing conditions of the system. The treatment plane has
to follow three different phases: perturbation (acute events), transition (uncertainty
and change of interdependencies) and return to stationarity, assessing changes and
remodulating the map. (b) The genetic dimension that affects dynamically stationar-
ity since disease mechanisms, risk factors often alter the expression levels, pathway
activation/inhibition and epigenetic influences. The common pathways may help in
diagnosis and therapeutic process, detecting the molecular causes of several associ-
ated diseases. Functional analysis based on gene sets can explain crossover influences
between different conditions. Omics layers, such as genome, epigenome, proteome,
interactome, and so on, are crucial to detect molecular relationships. (c) The thera-
peutic dimension aims at restoring stationarity, but it may add further complexities
according to the positive or negative effects or interventions (e.g. side-effects of some
drugs). Finally, (d) the computational dimension considers all the complexities try-
ing to make inferences using a variety of approaches, topology-driven, time space
driven or risk-driven, and so the clustering networks of diseases, computing distance
between them. The multidimensional approach allows to shed light on the dynamic
dimension in the analysis of comorbidites. The common patterns of influences shared
by diseases, grouped together according to their distance in the comorbidity map, are
subject to events, perturbations that may induce cascade effects or disruptions of the
clusters. In the analysis of comorbidity, there is always an index condition, which is
the subject of the state, becoming the dominant disease or the attractor state driving
the other linked diseases. Therefore, the dynamic dimension is crucial in this kind of
analysis, since it can be helpful in detecting these ’attractors’, that is the stable points
to which the system would return after small perturbations. Building network-based
predictivemodels could allow to predict the occurrence of perturbations and could be
a very important support system for clinicians, suggesting the definition of protocols
aimed at personalization of therapy: the calibration of therapy should be simpli-
fied by using some comorbidity measures and by predictive evidence obtained by
dynamically analyzing and revealing the stationarity patterns of the system (patient).
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6.2 Social and Comorbidity Map: A New Social Dimension

In the previous subsection, we have underlined the importance of dealing with differ-
ent dimensions in the analysis of comorbidity. In this subsection, we want to stress
the importance of another dimension, the social one. In fact, among the conditions
that induce comorbidity/multimorbidity, we need to address also the social contagion
effect [26], because it acts in time as another remodulator of the comorbidity map.
The occurrence of certain events on the social network with a strong impact, such
as an epidemics, may influence locally the evolution of the single diseases or risk
factors, but above all these events can change globally the links/connections in the
map. Therefore, we can distinguish between some persistent components, such as
aging, the genetic/inherited predisposition to contract a specific disease, and other
components which impact the transient phase, inducing temporary changes in the
map, such as the influence of behaviors of people around us, the psychological stress
related to a specific event, e.g. the death of a family member or spouse, the infec-
tions, some therapeutic interventions and the adverse interactions between drugs and
diseases, the outbreak of an epidemic, etc. The problem related to modelling the
comorbidities, the social behaviors and all the possible consequences linked with
some conditions, can be addressed only by exploiting a paradigm which fuses and
integrates a large amount of different kinds of data derived from different contexts,
ranging from microscopic sources, such as in body sensors, to macroscopic sources,
linkedwith social relationships, communities, and globally social environment, more
than clinical and medical data. These data fusion and integration mechanisms, from
different context and sources, allow to weigh the contributions of various factors in
the map and to evaluate the overall components both transient and persistent. Among
them, the social aspects can modify notably the weights and links in the social map,
resulting in a rewiring and a variation of these weights. In defining a new measure,
it is crucial to consider also the social dimension, along with the above mentioned
dimensions (clinical, molecular, etc.): the strength of the ties, the connectedness,
and communications lead to an evolutionary dynamics of the social network and
represent a further degree of analysis in the comorbidity assessment. The exogenous
and environmental factors, called ’confounding factors’, act as a noise in the system,
amplifying some phenomena or creating new spurious perturbations. These pertur-
bations may generate effects at a local level, with consequences limited in space
and time, or at a global level, triggering resonances with important implications on
the entire map. As Christakis and Fowler have underlined in [26], the social con-
tagion mechanism produces a spread of some factors or behaviors, such as obesity,
smoking or happiness. Moreover, they have demonstrated that this contagion, even
if it decreases with social distance, is relevant until the friends of friends of friends.
Some of these factors are risk factors in the map, such as obesity, smoking and the
alcohol consumption, which may generate new comorbid diseases and cause some
social behaviors. On the other hand, some social behaviors may bring out some
genotypic-phenotypic traits leading to some comorbidities. Through exploiting the
social and comorbidity map, the target is to study this reciprocal influence. Social
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Fig. 2 A social smart
evolution in healthcare

dimension and social relationships can act as a selection bias in choosing one treat-
ment plane or drug rather than others, or still shedding light on some side-effects of
some drugs inhibiting the usage, or mimicking “good” behaviors of some friends in
the social network. To quantify the comorbidity, the authors of [5] have used two
measures: the relative risk, that is the fraction between the number of patients diag-
nosed with both diseases and random expectation based on disease prevalence as the
quantified measure of comorbidity tendency of two disease pairs; the φ-correlation
(Pearson correlation for binary variables) to measure the robustness of the comor-
bidity association. Beyond these measures, we need to use also a social measure of
contagion, considering a dynamic evolution of comorbidities which depends on a
different response of the patient linked to a genotypic-phenotypic diversity, which
may induce different social behaviors and, as a consequence, to different maps
(Figs. 2 and 3).

7 Personalized Medicine and Social Dimension

According to the theory of “expert patient” [42], the individual-patient has a unique
knowledge and awareness of own health status. Thus, this knowledge would be trans-
lated in data, useful to design the strategies of decision-making process about clinical
trials or treatments. This kind of data could be shared and may influence other social
contacts [26], in different layers of the network [31], triggering a dynamic contagion
of good behavior [26], with the aim of increasing the rate of success in terms of
personal and community wellness. The individual knowledge may become social
knowledge and, consequently, collective intelligence, as well as the individual par-
ticipation, may become collective and social cooperation. The healthcare process
would benefit from these dynamics. Leroy Hood, molecular biologist and oncolo-
gist, in [43] proposed the evolution of medicine in P4, passing from P0 and P3. The
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Fig. 3 Personalized medicine—a social evolution in healthcare

transition was also due to changes in the diagnostic process, that became complex
and interdisciplinary, and in technologies supporting health processes. The P4 medi-
cine [43] is an approach proposed as an extension of what was simply defined as
“personalized” and “genomic” medicine. Introduced in the field of oncology, the
P4 medicine is a model on treatments of patients based on the following features:
predictive, personalized, preventive and participatory. This kind of approach cre-
ates a predictive model for the treatment of patients, combining different kind of
data, obtained from different layers of biological information. The predictive aspects
include the theory of evidence-based medicine [42] and the aim is to use models and
tools to predict the future health status of a patient or community. Big data about
omics profile of patients, the data-intensive computing techniques, and the multilay-
ered approach allow to treat different kinds of sources, moreover high-throughput
based information can be important to make an optimal predictive analysis. The per-
sonalized approach enables to design the pharmacological trials, health strategies
and therapies, based on the individual patients, improving the clinical practice, mak-
ing the patients more active in the experimental trials. This is possible considering
the evolution in nano-genomics, nano-proteomics, and related on the studies about
the molecular and cellular pictures of each patient [42]. Treatments could be more
effective if the healthcare process faces the complexity of disease. In fact, it is a clus-
ter of symptoms, multifaceted and affected by multifactorial pathologies. As a third
factor of complexity, along with the biological information associated with diseases
and their interactions, the future medicine is facing the introduction of strategies
for the assessment of comorbidities related to possible risk factors and underlying
causes. Recently, the most important application of personalized medicine has been
discussed in the research studies of A.L. Barabási [42], known as “network medi-
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cine”. Considering a preventive perspective, the medicine switches from reactive
to proactive. Taking into account the shift from an illness-centered approach to an
holistic one, the doctors, with the support of computational models, big data (aggre-
gation and integration of clinical and social data), molecular-biological profiles, and
everything is related to environmental factors which could influence risk factors,
should be able to advice patients to prevent particular diseases. The social dimension
could be important to convey the dynamics of social contagion about good behav-
iors, for improving the preventive process, following specific strategies linked to the
pursuing of the commonwellness or public good. The participatory aspect allows the
patients to be more involved in healthcare process, becoming gradually more self-
aware [42], of their own wellness and lifestyle, participating actively to the decision
process about their own health. In this context, following this kind of approach and
introducing the social networking platform, the community helps to develop self-
organization and self-awareness capabilities, improving the efficiency of strategies
related to the population’s health. It is worthless to note that no single one of these
dimension can be managed in isolation from the rest [42]. Recently, the research in
healthcare has been taking into consideration another key aspect of human life. In
fact, considering the individual-patient as a whole [43], thus a single unity, with a
clinical and biological profile, in a global perspective, in order to improve the person-
alization and the efficiency of themodel, the evolution of P4medicine has introduced
a new component linked to the psycho-cognitive features, which characterizes and
distinguishes each single individual. This approach leads to the P5medicine [42, 43].
This new challenge in medicine, introducing the psycho-cognitive skills, consists of
considering a personal profile of the patient, who is not only a biological-genetic
entity, but the profile must be able to reflect efficiently his needs, habits, behaviors
and cognition. Through this novel approach, the rate of success will increase in terms
of predictions, since it will be able to combine different types of data (heterogeneity),
a large collection of data in time (big data), obtained from different levels of research
and fields of study (multiple sources). Furthermore, emphasizing psychological and
cognitive aspects, the purpose is also to improve the general state of the patient’s
wellness. The P5 model is an approach for person-centered and relationship-based
care model; it allows the design of a new profile related to the psycho-cognitive and
behavioral aspects of each patients. In fact “every human being of adult years and
sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body”. This
means that patients should participate more actively to the medical care process, for
example by weighing benefits of the proposed alternatives, based on risks assess-
ment. The fifth “P”, referring to these aspects, is important for the assessment of
the wellness of the individual-patient, making him, inside the healthcare process,
a decision-maker who actively participates in the process. The P5 model allows
to consider the individual-patient as a person and not only as a collection of data
extracted from clinical case studies and statistical analysis of the single unit. This
approach by far increases the individual’s satisfaction level and, as a consequence,
the overall quality of life, the relationship with physician, and the efficiency in the
searching process of more suitable and/or optimal therapy or therapeutic plan. The
entire health system benefits from this model, making the prevention more effective
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through interventions in promoting strategies for reducing the unhealthy behaviors.
Acting on psycho-cognitive aspects, it could influence individuals to adopt or modify
their inappropriate beliefs, bringing out the underlying risks. The P5 model intro-
duces the psychological, cognitive, emotional and social aspect levels to improve the
development of health personalization. The final goals are to improve design tech-
niques of the new pharmacological trials, clinical practices and make patients more
actively involved in experimental trials, changing the medicine paradigm, from reac-
tive to proactive. The social, cultural, biological, psycho-cognitive and behavioral
features and needs of a single individual-patient or community, will help the physi-
cians in choosing the treatment or in deciding about experimental trials. The social
dimensionwill change radically the approach for the futuremedicine, as the precision
medicine [6], by exploiting the dynamic analysis, the study of the dynamic evolution
of behaviors and needs, of the disease contagion processes, and also through the
sharing, cooperation and collaborative approach through the new technologies. This
evolution could be identified in P6 medicine as a social evolution of the healthcare
process, making medicine, clinical cases and data (genetic, molecular, phenotypic)
public and available, transforming them in collective knowledge, objects for future
studies, in order to exploit and benefit from the enormous potential gained by open,
public and social form of medicine. Big Data could help to solve the aggregation
problem of genetic, molecular, environmental and social data, and the analysis of
the comorbidity dimension associated to risk factors of diseases (as we underlined
in Sect. 6). Moreover, it is known that similarity in lifestyle, along with the genetic
predisposition, cause us to be susceptible to similar diseases [44]. Thus, using ana-
lytical tools for prediction of the co-occurring risk factors, and taking into account
the similarity aspects, the complexity of the problem increases.

7.1 From Data to Multiagent: A Multilayer Architecture

To describe the Healthcare processes, following a bio-inspired approach, we exploit
the concept of Multi-Agent System (MAS). A multi-agent system is composed of
multiple agents which interact each other to obtain a specific purpose which may be,
for instance, the cooperative behavior to get a specific target. Multi-agent systems are
often used to solve problems that are difficult or impossible for an individual agent,
in fact the underlying concept is that the overall system exhibits significantly greater
functionality than the individual component. The agents are intelligent, including
some processing and cognitive abilities. The agents are autonomous, self-organized
entities and only with a local view of the system (limited knowledge). The agent
need to embody the knowledge of other similar agents with which it will interact,
including their own preferences and knowledge. In our system, we exploit MAS in
order to model social entities, represented by nodes or cluster of nodes, therefore we
consider complex agents, passive or active sources of data and with a specific role in
the network. The introduction of context-aware and cognitive abilities gives agents
the possibility to convey the extracted knowledge, decide, apply strategies based on
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Fig. 4 Multilayer in healthcare

heuristics in order to reduce the computational complexity [45]. Big data analytics
and storage techniques and the data intensive computing applications and program-
ming models, allow to address the complexities, improving the performance of a
future smart data-intensive computing process in healthcare. The multilayer struc-
ture represents a way to describe the interactions among nodes on more layers. A set
of entities, which can be agents, communities or clusters, diseases, patients or data,
based on the layer we take into account, interact through some patterns. The con-
nections and the relationships between entities in a complex system, are considered
on different layers, with correspondent different types of interactions. Therefore,
the entities and the relationships among nodes must be considered and weighed on
different layers and, at the same time, the weight of their decisions and their behav-
iors has an impact on so many different levels. It is only recently that multilayer
structures [31] have become a popular paradigm for the modelling of interrelated
subsystems and entire systems. In Fig. 4, we illustrate the multilayer structure in
healthcare. Starting from the bottom, the first layer is feeded by the large amount of
data in healthcare and it corresponds to patients-data associations. The second layer
is focused on patients-diseases associations, hence the patients space allows to shed
light on which patients are associated with different diseases. This layer transforms
the associations, considering not only data, but the diseases connections: from a
genetic point of view, two diseases are connected if they have been associated with
the same gene [46], from a metabolic perspective, two disease are connected if they
are associated with adjacent metabolites in the metabolic network [47] and, based
on phenotypic traits, two diseases are connected if they are coexpressed in a signifi-
cant number of patients in a population [48]. The third layer is that of comorbidity
relationships, so we use clinical and molecular data to build the disease space, and
we consider the multidimensional approach described above in Sect. 6. The fourth
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layer consists of adding the social dimension in comorbidity analysis: the habits
and social behaviors, shared with similar friends, and the social contagion process,
obtained studying the connectedness of the network, lead to clustering of the social
nodes which influence each other. The comorbidity and social dimension allow us
to capture the subtle connections among nodes, and help us to make this knowledge
more connected and deeper. Finally, the fifth layer is made up of complex agents
which enclose all the addressed “traits” of the entities, hence the multiagent system
allows to extract an “organized” knowledge, furthermore applying all the strategies
targeting at reducing the computational complexity (e.g. heuristics).

8 Conclusions and Future Work

ICTs, represented in services, logical strategies, infrastructures,methodologies, inter-
ventions and platforms, are expected to contribute to the realization of a sustainable
and smart society, because of its strong influence and impact on the environmental,
social, economic and technological aspects of our lives. The bio-inspired approach,
when applied to ICT, starting from the striking similarities between biological and
ICT systems, gives the opportunity to use algorithms, tools and analytical mod-
els to optimize and improve the design and management of methodologies proper of
traditional vision of ICT. These bio-inspired systems help to extract knowledge, con-
sidering social dynamics and biodiversity, and make it available to those who have
to design ICT interventions and services, considering the multitude of resources, in
terms of data and sources, computational limits and social dynamics. In the era of
Big Data and high connectedness, we are witnessing with a large amount of data
available from different sources, e.g. social networks, sensors, etc., creating new
challenges, such as those related to the ‘5V model’ but, at the same time, these
data are an opportunity to increase the collective intelligence and extract knowl-
edge through interactions among social agents. Nodes, data and interactions become
both subject and object of the spread of knowledge in social networks. Therefore,
Big data analytics, data intensive computing, data mining and machine learning
tools, allow to improve the understanding of the networks phenomena, optimizing
ICT interventions, pushing towards greater knowledge and collective intelligence. In
Healthcare, big data analytics and storage techniques have become crucial because of
the large amounts of data, related to patient care. The health mining paradigm allows
to analyze these data, the emerging patterns, and extract complex health data, an
“organized” knowledge useful to deepen the comorbidity relations between diseases
in the patient. The study of comorbidity relations allows to find out dynamic pat-
terns, correlations and causality mechanisms between diseases and patients.We have
underlined how the social dimension of comorbidity, focusing on how the strength of
the ties, the connectedness, and communications lead to an evolutionary dynamics
of the social network and represent a further degree of analysis in the comorbidity
assessment. The future medicine will change towards the precision medicine, over-
coming the p5 medicine, exploiting the complex dynamic analysis, the study of the
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evolution of behaviors, the social networking, the ubiquitous networks, Big Data
and ICT strategies. Patients are becoming the centerpiece in the healthcare process
(patient-centered), agents able to interact through different layers, such as patient-
data and patient-disease associations, comorbidity relations, clustering in the social
network. Thismultilayer structure allows to extract an “organized” knowledge,which
connects, relates and computes all the facets of healthcare data. In the near future,
these topics will change radically the basic idea of data-intensive computing applica-
tions, data mining approach, big data analytics and storage techniques, reshaping all
these tools and techniques in the new social dimension and personalized medicine
approaches.
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